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                                                                             2009(GV2)   4*HOTEL  

                                           Daily departure（only 5 days tour）   TUE and SAT（7D tour）
   
   D1: Singapore Beijing                 (L/D) 

Assemble at Changi Airport  two hours before departure to China’s capital,  Beijing. On arrival, there will  be person 
specially assigned to welcome you. You will visit the Tiananmen Square, the largest public square in the world. In the 
Square, you will see the monument for People’s Republic of China heroes, memorial hall for Chairman Mao Ze Dong, 
hall for general membership meeting, and historical museum. You will also go to the Forbidden City, which is the 
residence of the Emperors of the Ming and Qing Dynasties. Located in the heart of Beijing, the Imperial Palace covers 
an amazing large area of  1012 hectares of  land.  The whole complex  includes 6 main  palaces and other  smaller 
buildings,  containing slightly over 9,000 rooms in total.  and also go to outlook  the  National Grand Theater.  The 
spectacular glass and titanium National Grand Theater opened in 2007 .Afterthat, we will go to visit  Jingshan Park . 
Dinner will be served at local restaruant and after dinner, we will proceed to watch acrobatic show

   D2: Beijing                                  （B/L/D）

Today the first station is that  you will  climb the magnificent  Great Wall  of China. This ancient  Chinese structure, 
stretching over 6,000 km of mountainous terrains, is the only man-made structure visible from the moon. It is certainly a 
challenge for every visitor when they climb the Great Wall. There is a popular phase, “If you have not climb the Great 
Wall, you are not considered good man”. After this, you will visit the majestic Tombs of Ming Dynasty Emperors. It is 
the underground palace of the Ming Emperors since the Dynasty move the capital to Beijing. After this, you will go to 
outlook the Olympic ‘Bird Nest’, and ‘Water Cube’.

D3: Beijing                                                (B/L/D)
Today the first desination is to visit Summer Palace. The Summer Palace, in the Haidian District, northwest of central 
Beijing, is said to be the best preserved imperial garden in the world, and the largest of its kind still in existence in 
modern China. The Chinese call it Yihe Yuan (Garden of Restful Peace), and the landscaped gardens, temples and 
pavilions were designed to achieve harmony with nature, to soothe and please the eye.Wangfujing Street is one of the 
largest and most popular pedestrian streets in China with two large shopping malls - one each at the two ends of a 
pedestrian street where often hosts exhibitions and shows. Wangfujing is now considered as the central heart of the city 
and it is really a long street. It is also home to a number of large department stores, souvenir stores, food stalls, and 
Chinese painting stores.  If  you spend 3 minutes in every chain store,  it  will  take several  days to visit  them all.In 
Donghuamen night market, you can enjoy lots of delicious food from the wide variety of stalls there.Afterthat, we will 
go to Lao Qian Men Avenue.
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D4: Beijing                                              （B/L/D）

The  Beijing Hutong (old lane) areas have a very special  and important position in the rich history and culture of 
Beijing. The alleys give a wonderful glimpse into the world of yesterday in Beijing. While visiting the Beijing Hutong, you 
can appreciate the dramatic changes that the rest of Beijing has undergone. You can see evidence of the history of 
Beijing, experience the old way of life and experience traditional Beijing culture. The Beijing Hutong is made up of lanes 
or alleys formed by lines of pre-modern siheyuan, four-sided compounds with houses around a courtyard.Later go to 
see  the drum Tower  and Visit  Lao Beijing Sihe Courtyard, and experience the different customs of the residents 
there.Afterthat, we will go to the Shi Sha Hai , it is the place that strongly recommended to visit here because its rich in 
beactiful  secenery and greenery willow tree in two roadsides .There are also lots of feature bars ,feeling with warm and 
classic atmosphere.Later we will visit Xiu Shui Street and Shi Mao Tian Jie, which is the new style shopping center 
and has biggest LEO electronic curtain all over  the Asia .You can enjoy your shopping there .

 

 D5: Beijing Singapore                              (B)

After breakfast, we will proceed to visit  The China Millennium Monument, as China's symbolic and commemorative 
building to welcome the Year 2000, is a gift for the world of the 21st century from the Chinese people, forever standing 
in  China's  capital  Beiling. The  China  Millennium Monument  stands  along  a  north-south  axis  between  the  Military 
Museum and the Central  Television Complex,  with the scenic  Yuyuantan Park to the north  and the West Beijing 
Railway Terminus to the south, occupying an area of 4.5 hectares and a total floor space of about 42,000 square 
metres. Afterthat, we will be transfered to Beijing international airport and flight back to Sinagpore.

                                 

                               7DAYS    BEIJING+TIANJIN+CHENGDE
    D4: Beijing/Chengde（Bus or Train）  （B/L/D）

    The Beijing Hutong (old lane) areas have a very special and important position in the rich history and culture of Beijing. 
The alleys give a wonderful glimpse into the world of yesterday in Beijing. While visiting the Beijing Hutong, you can 
appreciate the dramatic changes that the rest of Beijing has undergone. You can see evidence of the history of Beijing, 
experience the old way of life and experience traditional Beijing culture.You can ride the tricycle to visit the HuTong 
.Later go to see the drum tower and Visit Lao Beijing Sihe Courtyard, and experience the different customs of the 
residents there.Afterthat, we will go to the Shi Sha Hai , it is the place that strongly recommended to visit here because 
its rich in beactiful secenery and greenery willow tree in two roadside .There are also lots of feature bars ,feeling with 
warm and classic atmosphere.Later we will be transferred to Chengde .Arriving there ,we will go to vist the one of the 
most tourism point- Chengde Imperial Summer Resort, which is a key national cultural protection unit, was listed in 
the World Cultural Heritage Directory in 1994. It was built in the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) and took about 90 years 
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(1703-1792) to construct. Imperial Summer Resort, also called Rehe Temporary Palace, is situated north of Chengde 
and 230 kilometers (143 miles) from Beijing.Afrer dinner, we will proceed to hotel for checking in .

 D5: Chengde /Beijing（Bus or Train）（B/L/D）

After breakfast, we will  visit the most spectacular  Potala Palace.  Later we will  be back Beijing and visit  Xiu Shui 
Street and Shi Mao Tian Jie, which is the new style shopping center and has biggest LEO electronic curtain all over 
the Asia .You can enjoy your shopping.

 D6: Beijing/Tianjin/Beijing                        (B/L/D)
 After breakfast, depart for Tianjin by coach. Upon arrival, visit the Cultural Street where you can find more than 100 
shops of typical Chinese architecture and will see the Zhang Clay Figurines to admire his art works. Proceed to Food 
Street where famous dishes from all  parts of  the country  can be found.Then we go to visit  [Zhujie area].  In the 
afternoon, we will be transfered back to Beijing. 

D7: BeijingSingpore                                 (B)
After breakfast, we will proceed to visit The China Millennium Monument, as China's symbolic and commemorative 
building to welcome the Year 2000, is a gift for the world of the 21st century from the Chinese people, forever standing 
in  China's  capital  Beiling. The  China  Millennium Monument  stands  along  a  north-south  axis  between  the  Military 
Museum and the Central  Television Complex,  with the scenic  Yuyuantan Park to the north  and the West Beijing 
Railway Terminus to the south, occupying an area of 4.5 hectares and a total floor space of about 42,000 square 
metres. Afterthat, we will be transfered to Beijing international airport and flight back to Sinagpore.
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